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Bratwurstherzl 

"Nuremberg Sausages As They Should Be"

Although many people don't know it, Nuremberg's grilled sausages also

feature in Bavarian cuisine. This atmospheric restaurant with old vaulted

rooms (renovated in 1994), prepares the Franconian sausages in a

traditional manner. The sausages are grilled on an open wooded fire and

are served accompanied by cabbage and fresh horseradish. No doubts

that the beer here is excellent, and is freshly poured into your glass from a

wooden barrel on-site! Other Bavarian specialties here include freshly

baked pretzels and Franconian wines. Hot meals are available until 9.30p.

 +49 89 29 5113  www.bratwurstherzl.de  mail@bratwurstherzl.de  Dreifaltigkeitsplatz 1, Munich
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Sababa 

"Delicious Quick Bites & Lebanese!"

Sababa is one of the neighborhood favorites for sure. This food stand

offers limited seating and ample standing area. The tasty and authentic

Lebanese dishes consists of falafel, pita bread, tzatziki, tahini, hummous,

falafel patties, two types of kraut and lots more. The Schawarma pita

sandwiches are simply amazing. This is a great place for fast food and for

food on the go. For more information, check out the website.

 +49 89 2323 7881  www.sababa-munich.com/  info@sababa-munich.com  Westenriederstraße 9,

Munich
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Schlemmermeyer Viktualienmarkt 

"Traditional Germal Grill"

Viktualienmarkt Munich's famous gourmet food market houses a number

of stalls and shops. At Schlemmermeyer, you can buy a variety of

traditional German sausages, cold cuts, fresh meat etc. The stall also

serves up savory, sizzling bratwurst and other meats for a quick bite. The

market attracts a number of tourists strolling through the market,

shopping for local delicacies and souvenirs. Stop by for a mouth-watering

selection of grills; this is Munich's street food at it's best.

 +49 89 29 5575  www.schlemmermeyer-

muenchen.de/

 mail@schlemmermeyer.de  Viktualienmarkt 3, Munich
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Gute Nacht Wurst 

"Sausage and Fries!"

In Munich, if you want to try out the Currywurst sausage, anyone will

direct you to Gute Nacht Wurst. This is the place where the locals come to

feast on the local treat. Open till early hours of the morning, this place is

always packed! The interiors of the restaurant are simply done, and has a

casual touch. The menu also features a selection of beers.

 +49 89 8095 8759  www.gute-nacht-wurst.de/  info@gutenachtwurst.de  Klenzestraße 32, Munich
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Condesa 

"Street Food in the Restaurant"

You don't have to visit Mexico to try out the street food there, just walk

into Condesa! Serving authentic Mexican food, you can have a feast of a

meal at a reasonable rate. The restaurant is known for serving really

delicious burritos. With a variety of fillings available, just take your pick

and have your fill! The Tacos and Fajitas are also good tries.

 +49 17620227136  www.vamosacondesa.com

/

 ge.condesa@gmail.com  Freiheit 6, Munich
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